Sticky grains do not change the universality class of isotropic sandpiles.
We revisit the sandpile model with "sticky" grains introduced by Mohanty and Dhar [Phys. Rev. Lett. 89, 104303 (2002)] whose scaling properties were claimed to be generically in the universality class of directed percolation for both isotropic and directed models. While for directed models this conclusion is unquestionable, for isotropic models we present strong evidence that the asymptotic scaling in the self-organized regime (in which a stationary critical state exists in the limit of slow driving and vanishing dissipation rate) is, like other stochastic sandpiles, generically in the Manna universality class. This conclusion is drawn from extensive Monte Carlo simulations, and is strengthened by the analysis of the Langevin equations (proposed by the same authors to account for this problem), argued to converge upon coarse-graining to the well-established set of Langevin equations for the Manna class.